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QUESTION 1

During a technical review, the Client raises a need to display product pricingon the Product Detail Page (PDP) with
discounted values per promotion. The Client notes customers complained of bad user experiences in the past when
they would add a product to the basket from the cached PDP and then see a higher price when they started checkout as
the promotion had expired. 

What should the Architect suggest be implemented for this given that performance should be minimally impact? 

A. Remove caching of the product page during the promotion. 

B. Adjust the PDP to have a low caching period during the promotion. 

C. Modify the page to vary the cache by price and promotion. 

D. Create a separate template or view based on the promotion. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer is checking for Cross Site Scripting (XSS) and found that the quick search is not escaped (allows inclusion
of Javascript) in the following script: 

How would the developer resolve this issue? 

A. Replace\\' with double Quote* 

B. Use  

D. Use  

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The Client is Crowing and decided to migrate its ecommerce website to B2C Commerce. The Client provided the
Architect with the f metrics for its existing website over the past 12 months and forecasted into the next year: 
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Noting these historical metrics and the forecasted growth of 300%, which load test targets meet best practices for
testing the new B2C Commerce site? 

A. 15000 visits per hour, 300000 page views per hour, and 3750 orders per hour 

B. 150000 visits per hour, 3000000 page views per hour, and 37500 orders per hour 

C. 1500 visits per hour, 30000 page views per hour, and 375 orders per hour 

D. 3000 visits per hour, 60000 page views per hour, and 750 orders per hour 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A new dent is moving from their existing ecommerce platform to B2C Commerce. They have an existing service that
connects to the Email Marketing System. The endpoint of the service can directly parse the data posted by the customer
from the Storefront page for marketing materials subscriptions. it if required that the service implementation on the B2C
Commerce site supports authentication and encoding. 

What type should the Architect document this new service as? 

A. HTTP 

B. HTTP Form 

C. Generic 

D. SOAP 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

aclient uses an external marketing toot to manage promotions and coupons for its multiple brands. They currently have
only one brand on B2C Commerce and thev get Import-ready feeds created by this tool on en SFTP location. 

The marketing team completes thedata preparation by the end of the work day. 
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How should the Architect handle this import? 

A. Create a Job and define three steps: one step uses ExecuteScriptModule to download the files from SFTP, end two
standard steps to Import the promotion end coupons. 

B. Create a Job and define three steps: one standard step to download files from sftp end two steps that use Execute
Script Module to import the promotion end coupons. 

C. Create a job and define three steps: one custom step to download the files from SFTP, and two standard steps to
import the promotion and coupons. 

D. Create a Job and define three custom steps: download the files from SFTP, import promotions, import coupons 

Correct Answer: C 
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